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Spotlight on the WCEC
Since lockdown lifted, it’s been a busy few months at the Wellington
Convention & Exhibition Centre (WCEC). We’ve had a visit from our
Prime Minister, a second tower crane installed and we claimed the
largest ever concrete pour in the ‘McGuinness Book of Records’.
The project team reports from the site.

It was still dark when our site crew turned up to shake the Prime Minister’s hand and
tell her about the exciting work and training taking place. She looked at home in her
LTM hardhat and high vis, chatting with our apprentices and supervisors.
Construction progress at WCEC
Despite the interruption of lockdown, piling works are now complete and the team
are working through the concrete sub-structure and fitting the base isolators.
In May, the team claimed LTM’s biggest ever concrete pour, nearing 400m3 in one
day! An awesome effort from the crew on site. June marked the start of the
structural steel install, with around 50 tonnes installed – only 2450 tonnes remain.
The weather gods answered our calls and gave us a perfect non-windy Wellington
day to install our second tower crane. The pair now grace the sky – you can even
spot them from the other side of town.

Rt Hon Jacinda Ardern meets the team
In case you didn’t catch the news, in the early hours of June 17, Prime Minister
Ardern and Minister for Education, Chris Hipkins, came to visit our central city

Poppin’ new
library space

Image source: HMOA Architects and WCC

site. WCEC was a fitting location for the government to announce an attractive
Trades and Apprenticeships Training Package, designed to support firms that employ
apprentices. The new scheme will enable employers such as LTM to grow the
critical skills industry is calling for.

Over the next few months the team is finishing work on the sub-structure, and
installing the ground and level one floor, consisting of hefty structural steel and
concrete. The project’s completion date is set for early 2023, so we’ve got a few
exciting years ahead of us.
Architect: Studio Pacific Architecture
Client: Wellington City Council and Willis Bond & Co.

Wellington City Library members can soon start issuing books from the new Brandon Street
pop-up library. Wade Pulford is secretly hoping the council will waive his overdue fines.

HMOA architects have created an innovative
design to utilise the large ground floor and
mezzanine space of the existing Harbour City
Centre building on the golden mile. The central
library is a much-needed addition for the CBD
and Wellingtonians will be pleased to have a
central library hub back.

During lockdown, we were lucky to have such a
supportive client and consultant team to enable
us to return to the project under level three. With
light fittings coming from Covid hot-spots Italy and
China, no one knew if we would have any lights in
the space! Suffice to say, we worked through this.

Architect: HMOA Architecture

It is a proud moment to speak on behalf of
The modern interior features exposed services
everyone who worked on Harbour City Centre. Now
throughout, with a flexible floor design offering
that it is complete, it will be neat to see the public
thoroughfare linksfrom Brandon St to Panama St. enjoy the new café and library. Once a derelict and
under-utilised space; just look at it
Oliver Pike did an excellent job managing
now.
subcontractors over the finishing stages, whilst
simultaneously carrying out his building work.
I am still in negotiations with the council over
Ollie is a superstar of Harbour City Centre. Over my overdue library fines; hoping they’ll make a
the two years we have been here, he worked on concession.
the foundations, ground floor slabs, base build
core area, stairwell, canopies and he finished off
high-end interior carpentry works.

In this
Issue

Uni assignments
complete

Wellington’s newest
library

Hargreaves St
on target

10 mins
with Mel Favell

Wallet mystery solved
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Commercial Bay opening

How many LTM staff were involved?

Lara Hynson reports from the Queen St retail project.

22 staff were involved. The whole team excelled, maintaining a high degree of

Lara, what was LTM’s involvement at Commercial Bay (CB)?

energy and effort invested – everyone gave it 110%.

professionalism and strong work ethic throughout. There was a great deal of

LTM first got involved in the project back in April 2019. This site was quite
unique because the project interfaced with another main contractor. Our scope Can Luke Golds-Uili cook a decent BBQ?
He’s not bad for a vegan, demonstrating sizzling mastery unlike anything the
primarily involved base-build work: structural strengthening, coring concrete
for pipework, and removal and reinstatement of services. We also completed a

CBPW team have ever seen before (even Leo was surprised). The joy of cooking

portion of the CB retail tenancy fit out: installation of glass in shop fronts and

was all done from our office balcony, overlooking the best views in Auckland.

canopies, bathroom fitout, and in the final hours leading up to the opening, we
lent a hand as labourers, cleaners, and painters.
What hurdles did the team face?
Interfacing with another main contractor and being located in central Auckland
posed a few challenges. We worked through a number of design changes
and logistical stumbling blocks. Accessing our amenity yard was tricky on
such a busy site. At times, the project required quick thinking; other times,
perseverance and patience.
A highlight?
The camaraderie developed within the team will stay with us for a long time.
We banded together, working until the early hours of the morning to help one
another out.

Photo: Bernie Velasco, OLOK Parish

Sacred space opens in Kāpiti
Thinking back to 18-months-ago, I was a bit surprised to learn that Peter
McGuinness had packed away his lawn bowls to help me on the construction
of Our Lady Of Kāpiti church.
Well done to Peter, Hoani, Luke and to you all.
Hoani’s words.
What a job it has been. Leading this project from the ground up has allowed
Architect: DLA Architects Ltd

me to use all the skills I have accumulated with the company over last
decade. At times, it was really challenging; such a complex design called for

In May, Te Whaea Tapu O Kāpiti, Our Lady Of Kāpiti
church, celebrated a special and long-awaited opening.
Parish priest Fr Michael McCabe and Hoani Russell
reflect on the project.
In recent years, the Archdiocese of Wellington has been blessed in two major

complex and sometimes time-consuming solutions, but I was lucky to be
surrounded by a very capable team of carpenters.
When LTM’s building sites reopened under level three, our team could focus
on the finishing touches. When the church finally opened its doors, it was a
great honour for my children to be invited to take part as the first baptisms.

projects by the skill and craftsmanship of the team at LT McGuinness – the
restoration of Wellington’s finest church, St Mary of the Angels, and the
construction of the parish school, hall, church and parish centre for Our Lady of
Kāpiti Parish on the Kāpiti Coast. The results of the collaboration between these
two parishes and LT McGuinness are magnificent.
Our Lady of Kāpiti’s new church and parish centre featuring worship, prayer, and
administration and meeting spaces is simply beautiful.

site foreman, Hoani Russell, under the mentorship of Peter McGuinness. Hoani’s
expertise, patience, and diplomacy were well and truly proven over the course of
the project. It was delivered on-time and on-budget, greatly pleasing the project
chair, John O’Sullivan!
It was a great honour to be asked to christen Hoani and Rachelle’s two sons,
Nikau and Ihaia, the day after the church’s formal opening by Cardinal John
Dew. These were the first christenings in our church.
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The construction team from LTM and their sub-contractors has been ably led by

Bowen update

By Sam Boult

By Chris Murray and Nick Morris

The historic 1916 Farmers Building facade on Cuba St has a rich
history. In June this year, the team were finally able to unveil
their hard work.

Construction on a pair of
multi-story office buildings on
Bowen Street in Wellington are
one of our most recent projects
to get off the ground.

Restoration work on the facade began in late 2019. Paint was
stripped off the old brick columns, bricks repaired, recoated, and
the original bottle green name tiles reading, ‘C. Smith’s Drapers’
were cleaned up. Local company Porteous Tiles created a
decorative border to match the existing style.
Next time, you are on Cuba St, glance up to check it out.
You’ll also notice that on the ground floor the Glassons shop
fitout is due to open soon.

Architect: Athfield Architects
Client: Willis bond & Co.

Image source: Precinct Properties

The great façade unveil

Throughout the COVID-19 lockdown, Bowen Stage Two’s fate was still
being decided upon, so LTM were pleased to finally get the green light
and 40 Bowen’s piling operation is now underway.
The Precinct Properties-managed development shares design
features with the recently upgraded Bowen State Building and Charles
Fergusson Tower next door.
A big thanks to Fue for managing the site during the lockdown period
and setting us up to hit the ground running. Completion of the project
is scheduled for late 2022.

The team
kickstart
the job

Detective Georgia and the 80-year-old wallet
Georgia Robinson has been on the hunt to find the owner of a wallet unearthed from
LTM’s Victoria Lane site. She describes how she became a detective overnight.
It’s quite a tale that began back in June 2019 when Sam Boult,
Aaron Stephens and Amby Talamaivao came across an interesting
object buried underground on the Cuba Street site. It’s not
uncommon for staff to stumble across archaeological gems during
the early groundwork phase. In this case, the guys retrieved an
ancient leather wallet belonging to a former Farmer’s employee.
Sam brought the relic into the office and I set about trying to locate
its owner.

‘Missing pieces New Zealand’. It is like a ‘lost and
found’ for people! I tried my luck and put up a post looking for Don. Someone in the group was able to
confirm they knew Don’s family had lived in Pukerua
Bay in the 1960s and their kids attended the school
there.

After some googling, I discovered that the owner, Donald Cannon
Page, was born 01 Feb 1931 in Westminster, UK. Donald was once a
fabric buyer for Farmers Trading and Co, but the only update I could
find on him was from 1967.

The biggest break came when I received a Facebook response from Elizabeth
Parkes, a specialist in Genealogy. She was equally as curious about the wallet as I
was and kindly offered her services free of charge.

My search then led me to the NZ Archives. I thought they might
have had business records, but unfortunately, no information on
Farmers there. In August 2019, I tried the historical records at the
Department of Internal Affairs but all they could tell me was that
Donald was married. I didn’t know where else to look.
Skip to a Wednesday evening in April this year, I had a thought.
Chatting with my parents about DNA testing, we discussed Ancestry.
com and related DNA tracking sites. I remembered Don’s wallet and
set about resuming the search on Thursday.
Unfortunately though, Ancestry.com really only confirmed what I
already knew, that Mr Page had moved to Masterton in the 70s and
returned to Lower Hutt in the 80s. I couldn’t get any further than
the 1981 electoral roll. I reached out to local groups – from Pukerua
Bay, Masterton, Lower Hutt – anywhere that I knew he lived. Just to
get confirmation of him.

There was no death certificate, so I quietly hoped for positive news.

Elizabeth found that in 2007, Mr Page was on the Otaki electoral roll. She was then
able to track him on the 2019 electoral roll, living at an address in Levin. Elizabeth
confirmed that his last known address was at the care facility, Ultimate Care
Madison Village. So a massive ‘thank you’ to Elizabeth.
I phoned Madison Village and explained the story. They were able to confirm
that Mr Page was still alive and remarried to a lovely lady called Marion Olive. The
facility passed on my details so that Mr Page could get in touch. I sent him a photo
of the wallet and a few details about how and where it was found.
Then at 1:30pm on Wednesday 1 April, there was a phone call...
“Mr Page, it is lovely to hear from you,” I said. “Call me Don,” he replied.
Don said he didn’t even realise his wallet was missing! Aaron S, Sam B and Amby
look forward to returning their find to its rightful owner.

The search turned a corner when I came across a Facebook page,
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Undaunted by the challenges of level 3
Christian Crowe reports from Wynyard Quarter.
Despite the unprecedented challenge of running a large commercial site with tight
COVID-19 policies and procedures, the team at Madden are back into the natural
swing of things.
When the nation moved to level three and our busy site reopened, it called for a
new way of working. This meant: separated working and lunch facilities, different
coloured hi-vis vests to delineate different areas of the site, shift work (three days
on three days off), social distancing and following correct PPE rules at all times.
The disjointed working week of three days on, three days off made it difficult for
the team to regain momentum. Another challenge was the practical logistics of
the site, compromised by newly split areas; deliveries and movement needed to be
re-thought. These unexpected complexities motivated the team to think outside
the box and come up with interesting solutions to maintain an operational site.

10

apprentice

Now that life has somewhat resumed to normal, above ground, our fitout and
exterior work teams are making swift progress. Down below, 30 Madden Stage
two is progressing upwards with piling and foundation works.

Mel Favell

We’ve got a few key events coming up. Firstly, dropping the scaffold
and removal of the alimak, allowing us to infill the facade and complete
the lobbies. Then erecting the stage-two tower crane and the
commencement of the concrete and foundation works. Last but not least,
we have the first defect inspections of the lower apartments.
Recently, at our Auckland managers’ meeting, Aaron Lindsay asked
Ben Sarginson to provide an update on the job’s progress. After some
hesitation, Ben replied, “Well… everyone is not miserable,” and the entire
room burst into laughter.
We are looking on the bright side and aiming to see the Beaumont
Apartments finished late 2021.

Parallel jobs on campus –
challenge accepted
By Bob Walker
The Cotton and Laby roof projects
at Victoria University were carried
out during the summer break whilst
students were off site. Both structures
had existing roofs and windows
removed and replaced with new
double-glazed units and a Fibretite
membrane system over insulation
board.

What is your role within LTM?
I am an apprentice builder which involves learning every day and
doing my best to become an awesome builder.
What is your favourite part about working with LTM?
How awesome a company it i,s and how much I learn every day.
Got a good work story?
When all the apprentices went quad biking I got a bit cocky and
started pushing the boundaries. I ended up being the only one
crashing! Was all so worth it though.
When you aren’t working, what do you like to do?
I’m usually up in the bush, hunting pigs or deer. I love the
adrenaline of running through dense bush after a good sized
boar! It’s a good way to get the blood pumping.

An intricate tent system
was installed on VUW’s
Kelburn campus to
help the teams store
equipment, furniture
and materials during the
programme.

The lecture theatres and labs below
had to be ready for handover with
students returning at the end of
February. The initial programme was
to do one building at a time. However,
VUW threw down the challenge of
completing both buildings in parallel
and LTM bravely accepted.
The programme was further tested
by the presence of asbestos found in
some of the materials being removed.
We also had a request for a new louvre
system over the extract ducts.

The major challenge was getting materials on and off both roofs. LTM
installed hoists as part of the scaffold tent system
that assisted all
trades with loading
in materials. The work
couldn’t have been
completed without this
system given the lecture
theatres and equipment
below.
The new roofs have
come just in time for our
rainy season.
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The brand-new, weathertight roof
on the Cotton building.

Vic Uni’s latest grads
James Toimata jokes that he has been working at Victoria
University’s Kelburn campus for so long, he should have
earnt a degree by now. He and Bob Walker provide a round
up of LTM’s most recent academic assignments.

Strengthening the School of
Architecture
By Bob Walker

Rankine Brown library – a 24 hr operation
Having worked night shifts for a number of years, Site Manager
James Toimata is no stranger to 10pm starts.
The Rankine Brown (RB) library building was finished up in June
after a long two and a half year stretch for LTM. The Kelburn
campus project, led by Project Manager Mike Paulin and Site
Manager James Toimata along with Sam Boult has involved
extensive seismic strengthening and upgrades.
“Gerry Andrews used his knowledge and skill to lead the way in
the first lift pit construction, slider installation, grout pumping and
the jacking process – all very cost effective,” James says, “...and
a special mention to Dave Burrows who did a tremendous job
looking after the site during the day.”
The team of approximately ten LTM staff, “worked over six stages,”
explains James, “focusing first on the basement and two lifts, then
strengthening the two stairwells, cutting through the floor to allow
for seismic gaps and inserting 25 sliders. The existing building
connects with the modern student hub, so we tried to separate
the structures; 600mm gaps were required. The last stage of the
project involved upgrading two floors with 104 double-glazed
windows.”
The 2016 Kaikoura earthquake had severely damaged the two
operational lifts in the building. “For two years, students had to
traipse up eight levels of stairs,” James says, “You can imagine it
was a welcome relief when LTM got those lifts going!”
The project has been
a 24-hour operation.
With students seeking
a quiet space to
study, during daylight
hours LTM kept
noise to an absolute
minimum, carrying
out relatively quiet
tasks such as gibbing.
Then when the library
shut at 10pm, the
night shift team got
stuck into the noisy
stuff such as drilling.
“We poured concrete between 6-8.00am in the morning to avoid
foot traffic.” James explained, “students aren’t so aware of their
surroundings.”
The subcontractors also got involved in the graveyard shift.
“Duncan Woods and his team from ‘Back n Black’ and the crew
from ‘Stone Turners’‘ both spent approximately eight months on
nights – a huge effort.”
It wasn’t just noise causing a few headaches either, controlling the
dust and keeping the place clean was tricky. The constant stream
of dirty footprints was almost impossible to keep on top of.

It would make sense that a building housing a future generation of architects is structurally and seismically sound. Victoria University’s Faculty of
Architecture and Design (FOAD) on Vivian Street has recently undergone
another extensive stage of seismic work to bring the school up to code.
Temporary works sequencing was in its final week when news of the
impending lockdown came in. The team had already started jacking and
cutting the final brace, so they had to back-track a little before reducing all
of the loads. Fortunately, the site was safe to be left in its current state and
we were able to return after the lockdown and complete the works.
The team have carried out post-tensioning of the basement ceiling grid
and modification of bracing elements throughout the building to add ductility and movement in the event of an earthquake. We worked with BECA
on the main design and used extensive temporary propping and jacking
methodology by Dunning Thornton.
On site, Tony Taare led a small team on the five-month project. The job
was completed in late May.

Touch of class in Kelburn
By Bob Walker
Nick Grice and his team have been working on the Hunter Atrium and
heritage-listed Robert Stout (RS) building on VUW’s Kelburn campus. RS is
all but complete and the atrium is due to be finished in August.
To enable the work on RS, the team tented and removed the existing
asbestos-ridden roof. The next step was to install the new ply substrate
and a new membrane roofing system. The parapets were given a new coat
of plaster. The dorma windows were also repaired and with a new copper
bespoke fascia installed the building has been restored to its former glory.
It’s a very satisfying result for Nick and the team.
The atrium, nestled between the RS and Hunter buildings, is a complex
build. The structure has to be millimetre-perfect. Due to the heritage status
of the surrounding buildings, specialist tradespeople carried out all repairs
to the existing brickwork and corbels. There are two new concrete bridges
running through the atrium to connect the two buildings. With completion
just around the corner, we look forward to showcasing Nick’s handy work
in the next Hard Yards.

Robert Stout Building

James says it was lucky they were able to get the bulk of the
work done before lockdown. We were only three weeks out from
completion when the nation went into lockdown. But under level
three, the team could put the finishing touches on the work and
hand the library back over to VUW.
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Handywork on Hargreaves

A Slice of history

Steve Lindley chats with The Hard Yards about the work
heating up at Hargreaves St in central Auckland.

Pat Martin takes us down memory lane to a project
involving Government Life HQ in 1985.

Before lockdown, the RCP office project was gathering good pace
with the main phase of steel, comflor and blockwork all going
up ahead of programme. We’re very grateful that materials were
delivered prior to the lockdown. Once we retunred to site, this meant
the team was able to regain momentum and pick up where we left
off, albeit under the ‘new norm’. We have made huge efforts to make
up for lost time.
Since being back, we have started the ground floor internal-framing
and upstairs, we are making progress on the external parapets in
preparation for the Kingspan roofing system. Along with external
framing to enable us to start closing in the building ahead of the bad
weather.
The luxury of good
weather during the
lockdown quickly
changed on returning
to site.The majority
of the remaining
steel was reliant on
completion of block
walls; getting these
completed ahead of
the steel works was a
daily hurdle.
Late design changes to the main steel stairs have also caused some
quick thinking but with Fearon Hay Architects’ vision, we don’t doubt
that the en,d product will be well worth the effort.
Completing the Kingspan roofing – due at the end of June – will be
a reason for celebration, so roll on the roof shout!
Another key milestone to look forward to is installation of the
corrugated coloursteel façade and single six-metre-high glazing on
the eastern and southern faces.
The job is located a stone’s throw from the Wynyard Quarter
providing some great views of the city and sky tower. We are working
with a great client in RCP: they frequently visit the site and interact
with the team.

You can usually find
myself and Chris
McGuinness down at
the local coffee house –
Victoria Park café, where
you can grab a delicious
bacon bap and coffee for
$12, what a bargain! The
staff there have us down
for the ‘regular order’.
With Matt McGuinness
currently living at the
bottom of the road, we’re
still waiting for him to
shout Saturday morning
breakfast.
6
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Architect: Fearon Hay
Engineers: Blueprint Engineers

Our squad of carpenters, led by Paul Mullally, are enjoying getting
stuck into some complex joinery work. Harry Fui has also recently
joined us and is
working through his
apprenticeship under the
watchful eye of Kevin
‘Crack the whip’ Kruger.

A contract to refurbish Government Life’s seven-storey
headquarters on Customhouse Quay in 1985 was a breakthrough
that launched LT McGuinness into major construction and heritage
refurbishment.
“We were absolute minnows,” Brian recalls when they won the
contract over big construction guns of the day. He presented the
tender to the Government Life Board, a nerve wracking experience
following teams from Fletchers and Downers.
“Because we had thoroughly prepared and could answer all the
questions we got awarded the job,” Brian says. “What a thrill it was
when the Managing Director of Government Life rang the next
day to say the Board had awarded us the $5 million tender even
though we weren’t the lowest bid.”
LT McGuinness had only completed jobs up to $500,000 at that
stage so it was a big step into another league.
Jim, Peter and Brian had combined forces 10 years earlier.
Government Life head architect Bernard Napp liked their work on
small building jobs around town and made sure they were on the
short list.
In two years on Government Life, their staff grew from 15 to 25
and they enlisted up to 60 subcontractors. Some of those staff are
still with the firm today: Chris Guile, Nick Tuilaepa and Dion Russell.
Jim and Peter ran the project, with Peter looking after the
subcontracting services and Jim the carpentry and construction.
Government Life, built in 1936, is an art-deco classic: strong, hotsteel riveted and encased in concrete. Many of its original fittings
and furnishings were restored, such as the rimu doors with their
brass plates and screws, staircases and the main entrance foyer.
LT McGuinness couldn’t afford a crane and Peter Button’s
helicopter was used to lift in steel. For other materials, Peter
McGuinness devised a hoist system with a steel beam that
cantilevered out of each floor they were working on.
Computers were just coming into vogue and the building became
the first in Wellington to have raised timber floors so that the
computer, power and telephone cabling could run underneath.
The total flooring area was 150,000 square feet (14,000m2). Each
floor had to be demolished and re-built, starting at the top and
moving down while Government Life staff kept working.
The job ran during the 1980s’ share market boom and construction
often took place at weekends and nights. As Brian told The
Dominion newspaper at the time, “With the Stock Exchange on the
ground floor dealing in millions of dollars, you couldn’t have a guy
with a jackhammer starting work upstairs.”
The job was completed ahead of schedule in April 1987. As thanks
for a job well done, the brothers put on a huge shout for staff, subcontractors, and Government Life and Ministry of Works’ staff at
the Il Casino restaurant in Tory Street. Government Life proved to
be a major step on the LT McGuinness journey.

staff
In memory of Chloe Mullally

Celebrating construction grads

18/04/2017 - 02/01/2020

An informal gathering was held on 19 June at Wellington Mac’s

Paul & Jo Mullally
All Scope Construction
Our daughter Chloe was
three-months-old when
she was diagnosed with
Acute Myeloid Leukaemia
and given a 20% chance of
survival.
She spent the next six
months in Starship
Children’s Hospital’s Bone
Marrow Transplant unit
undergoing intensive
chemotherapy treatment
followed a Bone Marrow
Transplant. After this she
was in remission until the
4th of May 2019 when it
was discovered she had
relapsed and the treatment had to start again.
After the same intensive chemotherapy treatment followed by
another Bone Marrow Transplant she was released from hospital
in October ’19. It was always going to be difficult to cure her and
unfortunately Chloe relapsed 4th December and was deemed
terminal.
We choose to have Chloe’s palliative care at home as that was
her happy place and we tried to cram as many fun experiences in
for her as possible while trying to prolong her life. Unfortunately,
Chloe’s battle ended 2nd January 2020 in the arms of her Mum
and Dad. Throughout Chloe’s life she was happy, playful and easy
going and when something didn’t work out, she would just say “try
again”.
We were very fortunate to have the support of many organisations
including Starship Children’s hospital who provided such diligent
care to Chloe, Child Cancer Foundation whose daily advice and
support helped our family through tough times. We would also
like to thank all the staff and management at LT McGuinness for
your understanding and support through what was an extremely
difficult time.

Balcony BBQ at Commercial Bay
The Commercial
Bay team enjoy
MasterChef Luke
Golds-Uli’s fare.

Brewbar to congratulate 2019 apprentice and supervisor graduates.
BCITO Construction Supervisor
Phil Stephens
Amby Talamaivao
Ed Russell
James Toimata
Josh Maxwell
Oliver Pike
Carpentry
Jack Craughwell

Ed Russell and Nick Tuilaepa

Ethan Chapman

See it, Own it, Fix it
Daniel O’Connor gives us a run through the new Health &
Safety campaign.
See it, own it, fix it is the name of LT McGuinness’
new H&S campaign. The campaign aims to educate workers on
hazard identification and basic risk assessment and to motivate them
not to walk past issues they see. LT McGuinness staff and labour
only contractors will be invited to attend a series of
workshops explaining why we’re talking about
this, why it’s everyone’s job to be involved in
improving safety, and how this campaign will
change in the future. Workshops will take place
in early August and supporting materials will be
rolling out around the same time.

LTM Quiz Winner
The LT Mwho
Congratulations to Tony
O’Connor
won
our
cGuinn
ess Social
Invites you
Club
and your pa
March quiz competion.
rtner to dinn
er at
Tony has received a voucher to enjoy a night out!

Wellington Social
Club event
Saturday 25 July, 6.30pm
Monsoon Poon
rsvp: georgiar@
mcguinness.co.nz

Bem-vinda Jonas!
LTM’s newest Olympian
Jonas Crivella has recently
joined Rob, Joe and the
team out at the yard. Jonas
is LTM’s first Olympian,
having played Waterpolo at
the Rio Olympics for Brazil.
Make sure to say ‘Olá’
when you see him.
The Hard Yards | July 2020
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staff news
NEW ARRIVAL

Meet Xavier Joseph Plamus born on
the evening of Level four lockdown.
Weighing in at 7lbc2oz. Dad (Joe
Plamus) and Mum (Bianca) are over the
moon.
Xavi had a rough start to life with heart
surgery (five hour poeration) at three
days old. Bianca and Xavi were in
hospital for three weeks. Due to Covid,
visits were one-in, one-out, meaning
that only one of them could be with him
at a time.
“We had a tough time but other families
we met had it worse.
We couldn’t be more proud of our
little man. We’re forever grateful to The
Starship Hospital and the Heart Kids
Foundation. Anyone feeling generous
can donate via the websites below:
starship.org.nz/foundation/donate/
heartkids.org.nz/donate
Thanks, Joe”

Wedding
Bells

Follow us @ltmcguinness_construction
Got a good story for Hard Yards? Email: ltm@mcguinness.co.nz

Global attention
LTM makes the BBC, Australian Daily Mail
and Irish RTÉ.
Bryan Tevita (below) from
our Cuba Precinct job
became an international
sensation overnight.
On the morning the nation
moved to level three,
Bryan was captured by
local media wearing an
improvised face mask.
His image was splashed
across media in Ireland,
the UK and Australia.
Another staffer (right)
was photographed
undergoing an LTM
health and safety entry
check.

Congratulations to Sarah
and Ryan who finally
managed to tie the knot
after covid-19 ruled out
their original date.

Congratulations to
David Gregory and
his new wife Maris,
who were married
at their home in
Broadmeadows in
late February. Very
smart to book that in
before lockdown!

The lockdown
look
LTM Auckland’s
most creative
facial hair.

Name the cranes
Win a Cinebuzz family movie pass!
Two new tower cranes have arrived at our Wellington
Convention & Exhibition Centre site.
They need names.
Can you help?
Email: ltm@mcguinness.co.nz

Welcome
A warm welcome to new staff:
Wellington
Psalms Latu, Jonas Crivella, Moli Taingi, Leon Gallagher, Andy Gibb,
Jack-Henry Sinclair, Tanya Kaipo, Kelsey Steffensen and Andrew Leary.

Auckland
James Kolbe, Ethan Picton and Adam Sadler, May Gayem, Dennis
Howard, Ricky-Lee Mitai.
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-Your suggested names
-Your name
-Contact number/email

Cinebuzz family movie
pass - up to three children,
max two adults. Can be
redeemed in Auckland or
Wellington.
Winner drawn: 1 Aug 2020

